OCCCU IS A FAIR GLOBAL CURRENCY
INVOICE OR TRANSFER ON WWW.OCCCU.COM

www.occcu.com
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OCCCU is a fair global currency.

Governance

• no interest rates and no bubbles
•
• motivate to spend or donate and not to accumulate
• value creation by individuals and their community work

OCCupy CUrrency is prototyping a global value clearing
service. It has been designed by students at Vorarlberg
University of Applied Sciences under the supervision of
Dr. Roland Alton. Provisional governance is carried by
the members of Internationaler Medienverbund reg.
Gen.m.b.H. Usage of collected tax shall be decided by the
community. Suitable decision making platforms need to
be developed with a growing member base. Demurrage
and base income rates are subject to be adapted accor
ding to research results. During the protoytpe phase in
2012, OCCCU is to be considered as a media art project
without liabilities or guarantees.

Accounts at OCCCU.com

Each individual or legal entity is entitled to register for one
account. Payments are cleared online. You can also adver
tise products or services.

-

Issuing banknotes as cheques

py using the mobile phone camera. Anytime later when
online, member may enter invoice or issuer perform
payment.

-

Value creation & limitating accumulation

Each individual is given 100 occcus per month as a basic
income, as we assume that every member is doing valu
able community work. A demurrage (negative interest)
of 25% per month on any personal account goes back to
the community account. Without transactions, a personal
years). So better spend and let your OCCCUs circulate!

Options

Transactions may be rated. Loans may be given to loan
be easily implemented.

Background
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Anybody can print fancy cheques, on which transactions

-

The current management of money results in the crea
tion of a vast and enduring global underclass that can
barely make a living, regardless of how hard they work or
how much money they manage to save. Formerly, the still
prominent Dollar was backed by gold or the Euro by the
value of its economic strength, today the central banks
cial casino, where 99% of us have been moved in debt
relations. In 2004, the Terra initiative suggested a global
currency based on a basket of goods, backed by multi
national companies. Inspired by the GraDiDo project, the
OCCupy CUrrency values community work with a base
services. OCCCU is intended as a starting point for further
discussions as a complementary to traded currencies and
regional alternative money initiatives. OCCCU can be used
immediately anywhere. It innovates the way we do busi
ness and values community or family work.
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